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ABSTRACT
Within the scope of this paper a basic set of research leads in 

information systems and management research in creative eMedia 

industries are investigated to develop the new research area of 

IS&M in Creative eMedia industries as intersection between 

research in creative industries, IS&M, and eMedia technologies. 

The paper revises information systems and management research 

on general level. This is followed by positioning creative eMedia 

industries and the development of a suitable categorization model. 

Particular research areas and themes are identified, and briefly 

described. The paper closes by discussing the topic matter, and 

concludes that there is a need for a coherent approach in 

information system and management research in creative eMedia 

industries. 

Categories and Subject Descriptors
K.6 [Management of Computing and Information Systems]: 

General – Economics, Project and People Management, 

Installation Management, Software Management, System 

Management 

General Terms
Management, Economics, Experimentation, Security, Human 

Factors, Theory. 

Keywords
Information systems and management, eMedia, creative media 

industries, media technology. 

1. INTRODUCTION
Information systems and management research seeks to 

investigate how IT systems and infrastructures support business 

activities and functions, as well as which methods can support a 

continuous research of these (see e.g. [7]). Creative industries on 

the other hand, refer to an industry branch, where knowledge and 

information creation is in the foreground. A particularity of 

creative industries is the creative creation processes of goods and 

services through resourceful individuals. In particular media 

industry is an example of this type of industries. Media industry 

differs from other industries, and requires a completely different 

approach in the investigation of IT systems and infrastructures 

due to its different business models, focus on creative content 

products, workflows, different working culture, conduct, and 

structure. Nevertheless, as of today, there exists a numerous set of 

technologies, methods, and possibilities emerging from the wider 

field of eMedia, as e.g. production techniques, social network 

analysis, or distribution technologies. Thus eMedia industries can 

be seen as a subset of creative industries applying electronic 

[and/or] digital media in various forms. 

Figure 1. Intersecting IS&M, creative industries, and eMedia 

technologies – IS&M in Creative eMedia Industries 

The overlap of these three fields promise a rather interesting 

newly emerging research field. Within the context of this research 

work, we investigate a few basic research areas that are emerging 

from bringing these three viewpoints together, as depicted in 

Figure 1. A thorough introduction into the topic has been 

contributed in a set of publications and scientific workshops: [1],  

[2], [3], [4], and [5].  

2. INFORMATION SYSTEMS AND

MANAGEMENT RESEARCH 
Information systems and management research addresses in 

particular the “organizational design as well as system design 

activities of information systems” [6] through a “research of 

methods and theoretical lenses to explore phenomena of interest” 

[7]. Several frameworks have been contributed to allow a 

systematic approach for research (as e.g. [8]). 

3. CREATIVE eMEDIA INDUSTRIES
Creative industries deals with the wide “range of economic 

activities which are concerned with the generation or exploitation 

of knowledge and information […in particular…] cultural 

industries […or…] creative economy”  [9]. 
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Positioning creative industries is rather tricky, and different 

models exist, as compiled in [10]: e.g. the UK DCMS model, 

symbolic text model, content circles model, and the WIPO 

copyright model. To allow a more inclusive model, which also 

extends towards the application of eMedia in particular industrial 

contexts and settings, we position creative eMedia wider, and 

define creative industries as described in Table 1. 

Core eMedia 

Industries 

Wider Creative 

eMedia Industries 

Industries 

Applying eMedia 

Technology  

Advertising 

Collective Societies 

Film & Video  

Music 

Performing Arts 

Publishing 

TV & Radio 

Visual & Graphic 

Arts  

Video & Computer 

Games 

Fashion & Design 

Architecture 

Clothing & 

Footwear 

Toys 

Learning & 

Education 

Crafts 

Festivals 

Live & Events 

Theatre 

Museums & 

Libraries 

Heritage & 

Archeology 

Ambient & 

Ubiquitous Media 

Sports 

Consumer 

Electronics 

Household Goods 

Gastronomy 

Musical 

Instruments 

Recreation 

Jewelry 

Car Industry 

Tourism 

Urban 

Environments  

Mobile Industries 

Table 1. Model for Positioning Creative Industries 

4. RESEARCH AREAS & THEMES
Table 2 reflects on the different research areas in a top-down 

approach. However, as creative eMedia are situated in the creative 

sector, the main focus is solely in the digital and electronic 

domain. 

Top Level Research Area 

Core eMedia Industry Technology and Information Systems 

Content Pre-, Post-, and Production Information Systems 

Distribution and Consumption Information Systems 

Information Systems in eMedia Organizations 

Methods and Techniques for Investigating IS&M in Industries 

Core eMedia Industries IS&M 

Wider Creative eMedia Industries IS&M 

Industries Applying eMedia Technology IS&M 

eMedia Segment Specific IS&M (e.g. Semantic 

Ambient/Ubiquitous Media, Advertising, Gaming, TV&Film) 

IS&M for particular eMedia industry business activities (e.g. 

CRM, DRM, HR, Finance, Sales & Marketing)  

Workflow and Asset Management inside eMedia Industries 

IS&M in Business Processes in eMedia Industries 

Application of eMedia IS&M in Other Industrial Areas 

IS&M Supporting Management Activities in eMedia Industries 

IS&M on Strategic, Management, Knowledge, and Operational 

Level in Creative eMedia Industries 

Table 2. Research Areas & Themes in IS&M Research in 

Creative eMedia Research 

5. CONCLUSIONS
To investigate these issues further, we are currently in the process 

of establishing a new Special Interest Group (SIG) within the 

Association for Information Systems (AIS) as well as our open 

access Journal and Series “International [Journal|Series] on 

Information Systems and Management in Creative eMedia” 

published by the Ambient Media Association (AMEA) [11]. 
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